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HELLO EVERYONE

I would like to welcome you to Spanish vidya. We are always
at your service, working with passion and dedication to
offer you an academically-comprehensive and personally
rewarding education.

We are constantly improving in every way possible towards
our goal to give our students the very best education living
up to the latest marked demands.

Each student is supported individually as it is our desire
and goal to nurture the students’ different personalities
and ideas from their first sketches to the very end.

I am certain that your forthcoming period of study will be
challenging, rewarding and, above all, enjoyable. We hope
your time at Spanish Vidya will be one of the best times in
your life.

I send you all my best wishes on your journey.

A Message From
Our Founder



Spanish vidya is a live online platform for all those out there who
want to learn Spanish who prefer learning at their ease according
to their flexibility. We provide intensive interactive online
sessions for people who want to learn Spanish to enhance their
curriculum vitae. We focus on major areas like reading, writing
and listening which are specifically required by all the foreign
language enthusiasts to become a speaker.

About Us.

WE ARE READY
WHEN YOU ARE.. 
Our aim is to lead each one of you on to reach the highest
standards of professionalism.

Our team will provide you with the best of services to help you
reach the level of fluency and accuracy, wherein Spanish will
come to you like second nature and will help you communicate
effectively with even the native speakers.

It is as well our aim to help you enjoy this journey to the
fullest.



We here provide vidya at a very reasonable rate with the
methods and techniques preferred by the professors of
Instituto Cervantes.

HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR COURSES 

Focus on
communicative Spanish

Weekly test

Vocabulary drills 
and pronunciations 

Intensive
DELE training

Live interactive
online sessions

Listening
Practice

Why Choose Us?

Spanish vidya provide professional and certified
trainers with profound knowledge in Spanish.

Individual attention to every student by working on
four major areas (reading, writing, speaking, listening).



Simple Pricing, Unbeatable Value

FREE DEMO session will be provided to help you to
know our teaching methods more profoundly.

LEVEL A1 ( BREAKTHROUGH )

PRICELEVELS

10,000

LEVEL A2 ( WAYSTAGE ) 12,000

LEVEL B1 ( THRESHOLD ) 14,000

LEVEL B2 ( VANTAGE ) 16,000

Join 100+ Student's Happy Community 

LEVEL C1/C2 ( MASTERY ) 20,000



spanishvidya@gmail.com

www.spanishvidya.com

+91-9654981988

REACH US

FOLLOW US

@spanishvidya


